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Photometry Resume

CCD technology invented in 1959, in 1970s in astronomy

Huge upgrade: from very small (100x100 pixels)  and noisy CCDs 
(1980s)  to:

- very efficient very  low noise 4kx4 chips. 

- precision photometry,  calibration < 1%

- huge surveys (SLOAN, PANSTARS, LSST, etc)

  both millions of objects (deep) and whole sky surveys. 

Similar for NIR photometry (UKIRT, VMC, 2MASS)

  



Spectroscopy



One image = 1000 words  
 
One spectrum = 1000 images 







Calibrations

Bias 
 
Flat Field   (difficult) 
 
Order definition 
 
Internal lamps  (wavelength calibration) 
 









Precision RVs 
1 deg T   =>   100 m/s  change 
 
100 hpa  =>   100 m/s change 
 
Positioning on slit   =>  100-200  m/s  difference 
 
 





Iodine cell 

High temperature long time needed to heat  (1 day) 
 
50 % of the flux eaten by Iodine  (big telescopes needed) 
 
Narrow range of spectrum 
 
Deconvolution S/N > 150 required  
 
BUT easy to implement and relatively “cheap” 



















Rocky planets: How to find such stable stars ?  
 
Stability of physical constants:  fine-structure constant (α) and the 
proton-to-electron mass ratio (µ). A relative variation in α or µ of 1 
ppm leads to velocity shifts of about 20 m/s between typical 
combinations of transitions.    
 
Abundances, blending, rotation 



Multi fiber  spectrographs 













             2400 fibers   390-950 nm   expected in 2022   



Distance scale 

LR  - determination of z, AGN reverberation,    
metallicity estimates, etc

HR – metallicity, abundaces, Teff and other 
parameters, precision RVs (binary stars, Cepheids)





Metallicity gradients in spiral 
galaxies





Flux weighted Gravity – Luminosity 
Reationship (FGLR)

M ~ g×R2 ~ L×(g/T4) = const. 
 
                                 const.    
 
 à L ~ Mx ~ Lx(g/T4)x, x ~ 3 
                            
 à L1-x ~ (g/T4)x 
 

or with Mbol ~ -2.5log L 
 
 Mbol = a log(g/T4) + b       (FGLR) 
 
  a =2.5 x/(1-x) ~  3.75 

B4-A4 

L,M ~ const. 



OGLE-051019.64-685812.3 
(Pietrzynski et al. 2009, ApJ, 697, 862) 



�
Interferometry – ultra high resolution  

(frequency, baseline)

Optical   Chara, NPOI

NIR     VLTI

mm/ sub-mm  ALMA

Radio   VLBI array





VLBI



VLBI

Distances via masers:
Miras
Star forming regions
NGC 4852  1% distance ? 
Distances to very distant galaxies => one step H0



                          ALMA   interferometer 
                   tracing structure of the universe 



NIR VLTI





VLTI Astrometry�
Astrometric systems 0.5% distances up to 200 pc







Testing general theory of relativity 
 
Distance to Galactic center at 0.3% uncertainty !! 
 



RS Pup long period Cepheid





SBCR 

€ 

SV = 2.656 +1.483× (V −K)0 − 0.044 × (V −K)0
2

          10%                         2% 
 
 Data from 1960s 



Combinations

Optical + NIR photometry + spectroscopy + interferometry: Eclipsing 
binaries, BW method (Cepheids)

Optical + NIR photometry + spectroscopy: SN Ia, AGNs

Optical + NIR photometry:  P-L relations Cepheids




